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BASE SLED EN-BU-002 38 17.2 83 x 29 x 2.5 210.8 x 73.7 x 6.4

Carbon-fiber Base Sled
serves as a sturdy

foundation platform
where radiation

protection components
attach. This sled comes
equipped with a built-

in CPR board. 

MATTRESS
TOPPER

EN-MT-001 8.5 3.9 83 x 19.5 x 1.5 210.8 x 49.5 x 3.8

For maximum patient
comfort, the 1.5" foam

mattress topper is
secured on top of the

Base Sled.

RIGHT ARM
BOARD WITH
INTEGRATED
FLIP SHIELD

EN-AB-R01

4.5 2.0 38 x 6.5 96.5 x 16.5

Carbon-fiber Arm
Board attaches to the
right side of the Base
Sled to offer reliable
  support for radial

procedures. The Arm
Board to equipped with
  innovated flip shields,

effectively blocking
scatter radiation and

ensuring safety.

LEFT ARM
BOARD WITH
INTEGRATED
FLIP SHIELD

EN-AB-L01

Carbon-fiber Arm
Board attaches to the
left side of the Base
Sled to offer reliable
  support for radial

procedures. The Arm
Board to equipped with
  innovated flip shields,

effectively blocking
scatter radiation and

ensuring safety.

Replacement Components

lb kg in cm



ARM GEL PAD EN-GP-L01 1.5 0.7 23.5 x 5 x 1 59.7 x 12.7 x 2.5

Gel Pad rests on the
Arm Board to protect
the patient's arm and
elbow from pressure

points.

RIGHT SIDE
HANGING FLEX

SHIELD
EN-SS-R01

14 6.4 25.5 x 47 64.8 x 119.4

Hanging Shielding
System on the right
side is supported by

internal stays, allowing
smooth movement of

the C-arm without
compromising safety. It
seamlessly attaches to
the Base Sled rail and
protects from scatter
radiation below the
table on right side.

LEFT SIDE
HANGING FLEX

SHIELD
EN-SS-L01

Hanging Shielding
System on the left side
is supported by internal
stays, allowing smooth

movement of the C-
arm without

compromising safety. It
seamlessly attaches to
the Base Sled rail and
protects from scatter
radiation below the
table on left side.

HEAD
HANGING FLEX

SHIELD
EN-HS-001 8.5 3.9 15 x 66 38.1 x 167.6

Hanging Shielding
System protects from

scatter radiation below
the table at the head. It
is securely attached to

the rail that wraps
around the Base Sled

head.

Replacement Components

lb kg in cm



HEAD BOX EN-HB-001 10 4.5 20.5 x 14.5 x 10 52.1 x 36.8 x 25.4

Carbon-fiber Head Box
shield fits on top of the

mattress to provide
increased protection
from scatter radiation
above the table at the

head.

STANDARD
WORKBENCH

varies upon purchase

Carbon-fiber Flip
Shield doubles as

shielding and a
workbench.

Incorporates flip
shielding to block

scatter radiation from
the lower extremity.

Manufactured in
various configurations

to accommodate
different physician-

technician workflows.
All configurations
typically 6.5 lbs.

RIGHT HIP
FLIP SHIELD EN-HF-R01

2 0.9 8 x 20 20.3 x 50.8

Carbon-fiber Flip
Shield attaches to the
right side of the Base

Sled rail to provide
radiation protection

above the table at the
hip of the patient. 

LEFT HIP FLIP
SHIELD EN-HF-L01

Carbon-fiber Flip
Shield attaches to the
left side of the Base
Sled rail to provide

  radiation protection
above the table at the

hip of the patient. 

Replacement Components

lb kg in cm



CLEAR SPOT
SHIELD EN-CS-001 12 5.4 17 x 14 x 0.5 43.18 x 35.6

Transparent Acrylic
Shield with adjustable

arm post provides
manual positional

protection from the C-
arm above the table.

CLEAR SPOT
SHIELD
STERILE
DRAPE

EN-SD-001 0 Covers Clear Spot Shield

Transparent Sterile
Drape that is designed

to fit securely and
easily over the Clear

Spot Shield. 

Replacement Components

lb kg in cm



MATTRESS
EXTENDER EN-ME-001

R: 4
L: 5.5

R: 1.8
L: 2.5

20 x 24 x 4
20 x 36 x 4

50.8 x 61 x 10.2
50.8 x 91.4 x 10.2

This mattress is
designed to extend
from the end of the

Base Sled and Mattress
Topper to the end of
the operating table,

creating a seamless and
even work surface.
Comes in regular or

long sizes.

EGG PAD EN-EP-001 3 1.4 21.5 x 15.5 54.61 x 39.4

Reusable radiation pad
placed on patient to
protect from patient

scatter. Effective
replacement of

RadPad.

EGG PAD
STERILE
DRAPE

EN-PD-001 0 Covers Egg Pad

Sterile Drape that is
designed to fit securely
and easily over the Egg

Pad. 

FLEXIBLE
ANESTHESIA

HOOP
EN-AH-001 2.25 1.0 N/A

This anesthesia hoop
shapes and molds

easily over the patient
and table to allow for
optimal workflow and

drape positioning.

lb kg in cm

Accessories
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